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Social Media Overview

Social media….
• is the “modern public square” 

(Packingham v. North Carolina (2017) 137 S.Ct. 1730, 1737)

• represents a revolutionary space for civic discourse
(Packingham, supra, 137 S.Ct. at 1736)

• provides “the principal sources for…current 
events…and otherwise exploring the vast realms of 
human thought and knowledge” 
(Packingham, supra, 137 S.Ct. at 1737)

• provides the “most important places…for the 
exchange of views” today
(Packingham, supra, 137 S.Ct. at 1735)
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Social Media Overview

Social media = using technology to turn 
communication into an interactive dialogue
• Social networking = a social structure with 

people who are joined by a common interest

• Messaging apps = used for chatting, both 
instant messages and voice calls
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Social Media Overview

Source: Pew Research Center 

• Snapchat � younger
• 78% of 18- to 24-YOs use vs. 54% of 25- to 29-YOs

• Pinterest � more female
• 41% of women vs. 16% of men

• LinkedIn � more college grads, upper income
• 50% college degree vs. 9% HS diploma or less

• WhatsApp � more popular with US Hispanics
• 49% of Hispanics vs. 14% of whites & 21% of blacks

• more popular in Latin American countries
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Social Media & PRA Requests:
Greben v. City of San Mateo
Retaining records and Blocking Users

• Facts
• Plaintiff requested the list of blocked or muted 

accounts on the Mayor of San Mateo’s Twitter page
• Mayor claimed his Twitter page was a personal 

account and not subject to the PRA (pre-San Jose)
• Plaintiff re-submitted request on the day the San 

Jose opinion was issued
• Mayor responded that those lists “do not relate to 

public business”

Source: Greben v. City of San Mateo
(Sup. Ct. Cal. Apr 18, 2017) 17-CIV-01734



Social Media & PRA Requests:
Greben v. City of San Mateo
Retaining records and Blocking Users

• Disposition � Settlement Agreement 
• Mayor unblocked everyone and promised not to 

block or mute any users in the future
• City of San Mateo revised its social media policy to 

explicitly state that social media pages of city 
agencies or officials cannot block or mute users

• Police Department (another defendant) agreed to 
archive its posts

Source: Greben v. City of San Mateo
(Sup. Ct. Cal. Apr 18, 2017) 17-CIV-01734



Social Media & First Amendment:
Davison v. Loudoun Co.
Blocking Users on Facebook

• Facts
• Chair of the Board blocked a user from her 

Facebook page, then unblocked the next morning
• User complained that the blocking violated his First 

Amendment rights

• Holding
• Court agreed there was a First Amendment 

violation…and held the Chair personally liable

Source: Davison v. Loudoun County Board of Supervisors
(E.D. Va. July 25, 2017) 267 F.Supp.3d 702



Social Media & First Amendment:
Davison v. Loudoun Co.
Ltd Public Forum Factors
• Facebook profile included the Chair’s title and Chair’s 

official County email address and telephone number
• Included the web address of official website
• Many of the posts were expressly addressed to 

constituents
• Submitted posts on behalf of the Board of Supervisors
• Asked constituents to use the page as a channel for 

“back and forth constituent conversations”
• Content had a strong tendency toward matters related 

to the Chair’s office
Source: Davison v. Loudon County Board of Supervisors
(E.D. Va. July 25, 2017) 267 F.Supp.3d 702



Social Media & First Amendment:
Davison v. Loudoun Co.
Blocking Users on Facebook

• Reasoning
• Chair acted “under color of state law” in maintaining 

her Facebook page,…
• …but didn’t act in her official capacity
• Facebook operated as a forum for speech
• Blocking users based on critical views was 

viewpoint discrimination, which violated the user’s 
First Amendment rights

Source: Davison v. Loudon County Board of Supervisors
(E.D. Va. July 25, 2017) 267 F.Supp.3d 702



Social Media & First Amendment:
Laurenson v. Hogan 
Blocking Users on Facebook

• Facts
• Maryland Governor created official Facebook page, 

including a policy that authorized the deletion of 
“inappropriate” comments or blocking of users

• over 450 individuals blocked since 2015

• Disposition � Settlement Agreement 
• $65,000 to four plaintiffs
• Governor shall include a “Constituent Message 

Page” governed by a revised Social Media Policy
Source: Laurenson et al. v. Hogan et al.
(D. Md. Aug. 1, 2017) 8:17-cv-02162-DKC



Social Media & First Amendment:
Knight Institute v. Trump

Blocking Users on Twitter

• Intro 
• What is Twitter?
• What is blocking?
• What is tweeting?
• What is retweeting?

Source: Knight Institute v. Trump 
(2018) 2018 WL 2327290



Social Media & First Amendment:
Knight Institute v. Trump

Blocking Users on Twitter

• Facts
• President presents Twitter account as a 

presidential, not personal, account
• Account used to announce matters related to official 

government business. Both sides stipulated to this
• Plaintiffs’ ability to communicate via Twitter has 

been encumbered by the blocking limitations

Source: Knight Institute v. Trump 
(2018) 2018 WL 2327290



Social Media & First Amendment:
Knight Institute v. Trump

Forum Analysis

• Forum must be owned or controlled by the government

• Court: Does not require government to legally own

• Did not matter that account used to be used for only 
personal reasons

• Analogy to military base turned into a park. Property 
has different First Amendment considerations upon 
becoming a park

• Court: If purely personal, would be different; context is 
important

Source: Knight Institute v. Trump 
(2018) 2018 WL 2327290



Social Media & First Amendment:
Knight Institute v. Trump

“No one can contend that a public official’s blocking 

of a constituent from her purely personal Twitter 

account—one that she does not impress with the 

trappings of her office and does not use to exercise 

the authority of her position—would implicate forum 

analysis, but those are hardly the facts of the case.” 

(Decision, p. 16.)
Source: Knight Institute v. Trump 
(2018) 2018 WL 2327290



Social Media & First Amendment:
Knight Institute v. Trump

Forum Analysis

• Court examined the “interactive space” associated with 
each tweet in which other users may directly interact 
with the content of tweets by replying, retweeting, or 
liking the tweet

• This “interactive space” is a designated public forum

• Interactivity is a defining Twitter trait

Source: Knight Institute v. Trump 
(2018) 2018 WL 2327290



Social Media & First Amendment:
Knight Institute v. Trump

Forum Analysis

• Public officials do not lose First Amendment rights 
upon taking office

• Official may not, though, exercise those rights in a way 
that infringes the corresponding First Amendment 
rights of those who have criticized him

• Loss of those First Amendment rights for even short 
time periods causes injury

Source: Knight Institute v. Trump 
(2018) 2018 WL 2327290



Social Media & First Amendment:
Knight Institute v. Trump

Relief Ordered

• Court granted declaratory relief but did not issue an 
injunction

• No government official is above the law

• Court’s duty to say what the law is

• Assumption that President will comply with the law

• Next Steps
• 6/4/18: White House notified Plaintiff that it 

unblocked the seven Plaintiffs and filed notice of 
appeal

Source: Knight Institute v. Trump 
(2018) 2018 WL 2327290



Social Media & First Amendment:
German v. Eudaly

Post-Knight v. Trump

• Facts
• City of Portland Councilwoman made a negative 

post about a resident and Council gadfly on her FB 
page

• Commissioner blocked the resident from her FB 
page, so the resident couldn’t see the post or reply 
to the Commissioner’s post

• Resident sued, citing, in part, the Knight Institute v. 
Trump case

Source: German v. Eudaly
(June 29, 2018) WL 3212020



Social Media & First Amendment:
German v. Eudaly

Post-Knight v. Trump
• Disposition

• Councilwoman wasn’t acting “under color of State law” when 
she made the post

• “[T]he Councilwoman’s post about events that occurred 
while she was working does not transform her non-
official page into a page operated under color of state 
law.” 

• Distinguished from Louden Co. case, in which the official 
referred to the page as her “County” page and used it as a 
tool of governance.

• Left wiggle room to amend complaint. Source: German v. Eudaly
(June 29, 2018) WL 3212020



Implications

• The Court limited the Knight Institute v. Trump holding to 
certain aspects of Twitter

• Only applies to “blocking” on Twitter
• Does not apply to “muting”

• Courts applied forum doctrine to aspects of social media 
site 

• In Knight Institute v. Trump, court considered content, 
timeline, comments thread, interactive space

• acknowledged difference between controlling entire 
account and providing a limited public forum w/in the 
account



Implications

• A public official’s personal social media site may
transform into a limited public forum

• use caution when posting about public business on 
your personal page

• blocking or deleting posts may be 1st Am violations
• there will be several factors at play

• use of account
• characterization
• type & tone of interaction with constituents



Implications

• Whether posts are gov’t speech will likely be analyzed 
based on the user posting, not the author

• tweets by gov’t actor � gov’t speech
• tweets by gov’t actor retweeted by gov’t actor �

gov’t speech
• private tweets retweeted by gov’t actor � gov’t 

speech
• tweets by private citizen � non-gov’t speech
• tweets by gov’t actor retweeted by private citizen �

non-gov’t speech



Implications

Retain social media records as you would any public 
record

• Will you retain all content in the same manner? 
• Gov’t created content?
• Non-gov’t posts?

• What’s your record retention schedule?

• How will you store them? 
• index/inventoried/cloud-based storage



Implications

• Unanswered Questions
• Does Knight Institute v. Trump only apply to Twitter?
• Can you transform a social medial “public forum” 

back into a private account?
• Can an agency depend on social media sites, i.e. 

Facebook and Twitter, to…
• …block or remove users?
• …monitor the public forum?
• …maintain its public records? NO!
• …remove slanderous or offensive content?
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